No responsibility is taken for measurements scaled
off this drawing, unless otherwise stated.
Use for reference purposes only.
All structural openings and existing joinery
dimensions (where replication required) to be
checked on site prior to manufacture of any
joinery items

Remove inappropriate
cement/tarmac finishes and stone
base to railings - replace with
reclaimed cobbles to the re-aligned
Shelley's Walk

Lift and re-lay existing cobbles from Shelley's Walk to
reduce risk of trip-hazards (especially in areas of
damage/sunken surfacing). Cobbles to be on new smooth
curved alignment as shown to allow new 'level' path to be
created between west boundary and retained section of
path to east. Re-use set-aside cobbles from outside north
porch to make good areas where missing or damaged to
suit.

CHURCH COTTAGE

Carefully break out 'hoggin' from north side of area and lift
cobbles from area around north porch (set aside for re-use/repair
of broken and missing cobbles to remainder of Shelley's Walk
(west)) and lift existing flagstone to east (~4m beyond datum line,
as shown, to suit extant paving coursing). Lay new 'level' surface,
to smoothly rise up to retained north porch threshold and link
with new new path surface and retained path beyond
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New 'level' surface, 1800mm wide laid between
re-aligned Shelley's Walk cobbles - causing reduction in
extent of parking to gravel area.
[Specification of finish yet to be agreed]
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Denotes existing features to be
removed
North porch threshold retained - and used as
'datum level' with new external surfaces laid to
falls away from building to suit existing incline
of path west to east. New ACO drainage
channel (or similar) with CI grid cover laid on
north side of threshold to prevent surface water
being directed towards porch.

Existing modern Flagstone
paving retained
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Plan (1:50)
Finished overall width of reclaimed cobble paving
borders, to both sides, to suit path alignment/extant
features. Following careful lifting, cobbles to be sorted
prior to relaying to ensure those of better quality and
surface finish are relaid to ensure best quliaty of surface
finish can be achieved.

New central 'level' surface, of natural stone paving, Purbeck Taynton or
similar, 1800mm wide laid between re-aligned Shelley's Walk cobbles.
[Specification of all associated required substrate works to be
determined by Gloucestershire County Council]

Existing surfaces, inc. kerb edging
where extant, retained (grass/gravel)
with allowance to be made good on
completion of new paving works
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21Jul21 - Paving annotation amended
21Jul21 - Indicative section through path added
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